Optimal small-molecular reference RNA for RT-qPCR-based body fluid identification.
MicroRNA (miRNA) -based body fluid identification (BFID) plays a prominent role in a forensic practice, and the selected reference RNA is indispensable for a robust normalization in BFID performed using reverse transcription-quantitative PCR. In this study, we first examined sample quality using RNA integrity number, then evaluated the consistency of expression of candidate reference RNAs in 4 forensically relevant body fluids using NormFinder and BestKeeper, and lastly used each rank and index output from these tools for selecting the optimal reference RNA and the combination of the multiple RNAs using the RankAggreg package of R. We found that RNA integrity number was small in our samples, despite the use of pristine body fluids; 5S-rRNA was the optimal reference RNA for the identification of forensically relevant body fluids; and the combination of 5S-rRNA and miR-92a-3p and/or miR-484 enhanced the normalization quality. Our findings enable us to perform stringent normalization of the expression of body fluid-specific RNAs, and thus, can contribute to the development of small RNA-based BFID systems.